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Exam Question SimplificationExam Question Simplification 
Why is this important?Why is this important?

1. More words could equal more confusion
• Questions become “tricky”
• Applicants must demonstrate ability to wade 

through “fluff” instead of demonstrating 
knowledge of the topic

• Questions 48, 58

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
More words equals more confusion.  The intent of the exam is to provide a mechanism to differentiate between a candidate who is capable and one who is not.  Sometimes discerning what the question is actually asking is obscured by all of the provided information which may not be necessary.  
This results in the question becoming “tricky” where the real challenge becomes not getting lost in all the fluff instead of proving understanding of the topic.
Example from 2008 NRC ILO exam:
Question 48, 58�



Exam Question SimplificationExam Question Simplification 
Why is this important?Why is this important?

2. Unnecessary fatigue
• Applicant wastes mental energy trying to determine 

what information is pertinent and what isn’t
• Question 82 (Draft, final)

3. Less distraction over irrelevant information
• Wasted time if applicant thinks a statement in the 

stem is some failure requiring analysis
• Must “start over” upon realization that information is 

irrelevant
• Question 75

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Unnecessary Fatigue:  On a 100 question exam, fewer words equals less mental energy applied to discriminate between what part of a long stem or distracter is actually pertinent and what is extraneous information.
Example:  Question 82.  The intent of the Final version of the question was different than the Draft.  However, the same information was provided in the stem, but in a much easier to read format in the Final version.

Irrelevant information;
Some candidates will actually become so distracted they will work through an entirely different question than is actually being asked thinking that some portion of the “set up” is some failure they need to analyze.  Then, when no portion of the distracters applies to that thought process, they realize the error and effectively have to start over on the question, resulting in added frustration and additional fatigue. 
Example:  Question 75:  What difference does it make that essential bus ETB was de-energized.  It didn’t affect the answer.
�



Exam Question SimplificationExam Question Simplification 
Why is this important?Why is this important?

4. Less chance of “teaching” in the question
• Stem (Question 28 Draft, final)
• Distracters (Question 93)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Less chance of instances of “teaching” in the question.  Sometimes in the effort to provide what the exam writer deems “needed” information, we end up actually teaching in the stem.  The question should provide needed information to ascertain knowledge about a particular topic, not actually provide the knowledge in the question.

Examples:  
Question 28
Question 93�



How does it happen?How does it happen?

1. When describing plant conditions in 
accident scenarios, may provide too 
much information that obscures the 
pertinent info

• Original information that was part of the 
writers’ thought process may not be needed 
in final version of question

• Question 22 (Draft, final)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Due to the need to ask questions which are on a higher cog level, many questions begin with establishing some abnormal plant status, usually some time snap in an accident scenario.  In an attempt to give the candidate a proper understanding of the given conditions we obscure the really important and pertinent information with info actually no more relevant than “it was a dark and stormy night and beginning to rain.  I had just finished by dinner… and oh by the way the unit had tripped and SI’ed.”

Many questions simply contain irrelevant information that seemed appropriate when you put it in.  It may have been part of the writer’s thought process but may not be needed in the final version of the question.

Question 22�



How does it happen?How does it happen?
2. We try to ensure applicants don’t have to 

make ANY assumptions
• We try to provide too much information so 

the applicant doesn’t have to assume
• Questions 45, 51

3. We tend to add more words to raise 
complexity of the question 

• A question does not rise on Bloom’s 
Taxonomy Pyramid by being longer

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We don’t want the candidates to have to make assumptions.  Per the Nureg, the candidate is not to make ANY assumptions so providing information about everything that worked like it was supposed to only gets in the way.
Example:  Question 45, 51:  45 – who cares why the unit is shutting down or why the KC pump tripped.  51 – No need to say “all systems operate normally”.  This is assumed unless told otherwise

3.  Sometimes in an effort to raise the complexity of the question we fall victim to the more words equals higher cog level trap.  A question does not rise on Bloom’s Taxonomy Pyramid by being longer.�



How do you simplify?How do you simplify?

• Don’t worry about it while creating the 
exam.

• After creating the “final” version, look for 
the following:



At At ““finalfinal”” versionversion……..
1. Is all information in stem necessary?

• Assume all other systems operate normally unless 
told otherwise

• Is there any “fluff” in the stem?
• Is there info that adds no value or adds confusion

2. Move repetitive info in distracters to stem
• Questions 21 (Draft, final), 29 (Draft, final)

3. Consider “fill in the blank” formatting
• Questions 43 (Draft, final), 81 (Draft, final), 03 

(Draft, final)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
1.  Did you provide information in the stem that would have normally been expected to happen (Rule of engagement – all systems can be assumed to have operated normally unless told otherwise, therefore this information need not be provided.
Did you overdo the set up with providing information that is really not necessary (dark and stormy night stuff)
Do you have information in the question that was part of your thought process but now either adds no value or add confusion (validation debrief is a good place to drive this out)

Look for repetitive information in the distracters and correct answer that can be moved to the stem or eliminated.  Questions 21 and 29

3.	Consider fill in the blank formatting.  You don’t want to overdo, but it is quite effective.  Questions 43, 81, 03
	�



At At ““finalfinal”” versionversion……..

4. If question requires list of indications like 
SG levels, volts, etc, consider a table 
format

5. Don’t overdo your simplification efforts
• Balance providing enough information and 

too much
• Listen to your validators

6. Check your pride at the door.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

4.	If the question requires list of indications like Nis, SG levels, volts, etc consider a table format.

5.	In your quest to simplify, don’t overdo it.  There is a balance between providing enough information and too much.  (Once again, listen to your validators)

6.	LAST:  Be careful not to be too proud of your creation.  When you get done you may think it is the best question you ever saw, check your pride and listen to feedback from others and try to see it from their perspective.
�



Any Questions?Any Questions?
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